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Welcome back to The Call. Since the last edition, the school referendum resulted in a very 
clear message from the community: a two-building campus and a 49¢ tax increase is 
not the path forward. There was a great turnout at the polls; it was wonderful to see 
so many Erie residents involved in this process! Now that the District has outlined 

the current functionality issues of the existing campus, the question becomes: what is the right 
future for our campus and community? This question will dominate the discussions of the Erie 
School Board for months to come, beginning with a mid-May Board Retreat.   

  In the meantime, there are many facility projects that will be addressed this summer. These 
projects will alleviate some of our functionality issues, such as constructing a sidewalk between 
the Middle and High Schools to get our kids off the street, removing the carpet from the Elementary School to help 
with air quality, updating the intercom system at the Middle School to improve communication, and many others. 

  In academic news, our Dashboard for this edition is graduation rate. As you know, our school produces the next 
generation of the Erie community. It has long been a goal of our District to get as many students as possible to 
become productive, contributing members of our community; graduating from high school is a huge milestone for 
young adults everywhere. Last year, 99% of our seniors graduated versus the Illinois’ state average of 86%, a result 
that should make us all (staff at all levels, parents, and community members) very proud. It takes a village to raise a 
child, and this outcome reflects a great village.

  In other news, the taxing bodies of Rock Island County are currently negotiating a new assessment agreement 
on the Exelon nuclear power plant. For the past few years, these agreements have only been for a single year to 
be re-negotiated annually. This made sense in the light of the Cordova plant’s economic struggles. Now that these 
struggles are behind, we hope to return to the previous pattern of five-year assessment agreements. These provide 
stability in the taxing structure and allow the taxing bodies to plan accordingly. 

  If you would like to discuss these issues or anything else, please call the Unit Office and ask for the Superintendent 
or email me at bcox@ecusd.info.

                                            -K. Bradley Cox, Superintendent
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Graduation
RATE

Erie  99%
Prophetstown  93%
Morrison  88%
Riverdale  88%
Fulton  82%

Source: Illinois Report Card 2015-16

ECUSD DASHBOARD



The arrival of spring has brought about new excitement, goals, and experiences for our students 
and staff at Erie Elementary. With just a month left of school, we find this to be an important 
and exciting time for our classes to enjoy field trips and traditional classroom experiences, 

while also reflecting on the accomplishments they have had.

  Over the past decades, Erie Elementary has participated in Jump Rope for Heart in February. 
Students collect donations for the event and get an hour of jump roping to celebrate their 
accomplishments. This year’s Jump Rope for Heart set new records through donations with a 
grand total of $12,238.58! We thank Mr. Chris Lindsey and Jump Rope for Heart for organizing 
the event. We also pass along a huge congratulations and thank you to our teachers, students, 
families and community for their continued support of this amazing event and fundraiser!

  In the classroom, our students have also been working very hard! This past month, I was able to 
have lunch with eight different students who reached the Accelerated Reader goal of 100 points for 
the year! This accomplishment is part of our school-wide AR reading program. Points are earned 
by taking short comprehension quizzes over books they read. Students in first through fourth 
grade participate in the program. Students are currently working towards a school-wide goal of 
8,000 points.

  Our students have many opportunities to explore beyond the classroom as well! In February, 
our 4th grade students attended the Quad Cities Symphony. The students were excited for this 
unique experience, and they made us quite proud with the positive feedback we received on their 
behavior and interest as well! Each of our grade levels also attend various field trips including 
Niabi Zoo, Circa 21, Quad Cities Botanical Center, Putnam Museum, and a Quad Cities River 
Bandits game. These field trips give each of our students an opportunity to gain experiences in 
our local communities while making memories with their classmates and teachers.  

  Part of the  fun of working in the school environment is seeing the constant 
involvement of creativity in learning. Our staff does a wonderful job of getting 
students into hands-on learning environments. In just the past 
month, kindergarteners have been getting dirty learning about mud 
and planting, first graders used an app to animate a story on three-
dimensional shapes, second graders made homemade ice cream for a 
science experiment, third graders studied moon phases with Oreos, and 
fourth graders looked at support systems during earthquakes with the 
use of jello! Our preschool  also hosted a “Reading Takes Us Places” event, 
focused on reading themed activities based around transportation, 
along with a parking lot full of various vehicles to explore! 

  These are just a few examples of the amazing learning occurring every 
day in our buildings! If you are looking for more of our classroom 
happenings, I encourage you to look on our website at www.ecusd.info. 
Our elementary homepage, as well as our Find a Teacher page, can give 
you even more insight into the days of learning at the elementary!
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Learning Through Exploration
-Kali Livengood, Erie Elementary Principal
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Mindful Practices: Relaxation 
Strategies at Elementary Level

There has long been a philosophy that relaxed teachers teach better and relaxed students learn better.  Since 2006, 
Mindful Practices has been empowering teachers, school administrators and students through Social-Emotional 
Learning, Yoga and Mindfulness strategies to create a more effective learning environment. For the past decade, 

the organization’s founder – Carla Tantillo Philibert – and her team of talented instructors and coaches have been 
dedicated to developing the “whole child” and helping maximize students’ learning potential.

  Through research-based professional development training for teachers and student wellness programming,  
Mindful Practices provides innovative and high quality services that are customized to meet each school community’s 
needs. When hosting Carla at Erie Elementary, we were able to do just that, customize our program to meet our 
student’s needs.  

  During Carla’s time with us, she spent a full day with students and staff. Carla visited with our preschool and 
kindergarten students in the morning. During a working lunch, she educated our preschool staff on specific ways 
to integrate many of these philosophies and ideas into the preschool classroom. As the afternoon progressed, Carla 
worked with each of our first through fourth grade classes. Since this day was a SIP day, our staff was able to spend an 
hour and a half with Carla discussing what we observed during the time with our students. We covered the relaxation 
and stress relieving techniques that Carla taught them, as well as the expectations we have of our students. She 
stressed to us that expecting 100% of our students 100% of the time is the absolute best practice. 

  The staff evaluated the idea that our students need a “call to action,” which would provide a common language for 
our students to know and understand what is expected of them. After much discussion, our staff chose the phrase “In 
the Zone.”  “In the Zone” stands for:  Mountain pose (hands at sides), Voices Off, Eyes Focused, and Take a Breath.  
This common call to action allows any staff member to address our students when they need to become refocused or 
regrouped. It also provides students with understood expectations in order to make that happen. This provides ease 
and stability throughout the many transitions taking place during an elementary student’s day.      

  As we concluded our day, we reaffirmed that relaxed teachers do teach better and relaxed students do learn better.  
We wrapped things up by reiterating that our daily goal is to provide our students a safe and nurturing environment, 
where they can learn and succeed. This allows all of us to live by our mission, “Where Children Come First.”

-Amanda Abbott, Erie Elementary Counselor
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State of Illinois Fitness Testing Changes 
-Keith Morgan, Erie Middle School Principal
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The new IL Enhanced Physical Education Assessment, better known to our staff and students 
as FitnessGram, is the new state required assessment used to assess students in Physical 
Education. It replaces the President’s Physical Fitness program which compared student 

performance to their peers across the country. Instead, the FitnessGram is based on fitness 
data as it relates to health risk. FitnessGram is a term with which our students have become 
very familiar with. We have been mentally preparing our students for the various assessments, 
as well as physical preparation, since last fall.

   All assessment standards are based upon a student’s age. The four assessments measure 
flexibility, muscular endurance, muscular strength, and aerobic capacity.

Flexibility is measured by students participating in the back-saver sit and reach. 
Muscular endurance is measured with curl-ups, which are performed to a cadence. 
Muscular strength is measured with students performing push-ups, also done to a cadence. 
Aerobic capacity is measured with the pacer test, which is a 20 meter distance, also performed to a cadence.

   This testing data places students into one of 3 zones: Healthy Fitness Zone, the Needs Improvement Zone, and 
the At-Risk Zone. The At-Risk zone means students could be at an increased risk for developing illness as adults. 
Tests are to be administered to students in grades 3-12 within the second semester of the school year. Grades 5, 7, 
and 10 data will be reported to building administrators, who will report that data to the state in their end of year 
reports. This is new to all of us this year, so though we take it very seriously, we are also working out kinks and 
determining the best way to administer these assessments. We have spent much time preparing our students and 
are hoping for successful FitnessGram results.



PARCC Testing Week for EMS
-Amy Achs, EMS Language Arts
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During the week of April 10th students at the middle school participated in PARCC testing.  These 
state tests replaced the ISATs and are aligned to the Common Core Standards, with eleven other 
states or agencies participating.  Students in 6th – 8th grade took 3 tests in English Language Arts 

(reading and writing including passages on science or historical subjects) and 3 tests in Math.  The 5th 
grade had 3 tests in ELA and 4 tests in Math.
   This year, as part-incentive, part-reward, the middle school offered 
a dance and prizes to encourage students to do their best.   On the last 
day of the week of testing, at the end of the day, the dance began for 
students to let off steam and get groovy.  Students could earn tickets 
on testing days in ELA and Math for their behavior, use of strategies 
and use of time.  They were placed in a drawing for gift cards to 
Subway, Caseys, PJ’s, Amazon, and iTunes.  During the dance names 
were drawn and a total of 49 prizes were given away.  All students 
left with a coupon for a free donut, ice cream treat, or pizza slice from 
Casey’s at the end of the dance.  It was a fun way to reward students 
for their hard work and to kick off the long weekend.
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This Spring we have continued to work on building character in each of our EHS 
students. We believe that character is at the “Top of the List” when describing 
graduates leaving EHS. We are always looking for different strategies to enhance 

our character program. Our counselors have launched a “Random Acts of Kindness”  
group to spread kindness to all students and staff throughout the building. Our student 
body also took part in a “Stand for the Silent” assembly in an attempt to bring awareness 
to bullying and the devastation it causes. 
  This Spring we had one of our very own showcase to all of EHS just how important 
character is to her and her life. Junior Madison Newton presented on a program that signifies a very 

critical part of good character and something that she felt needs to 
continue to be addressed throughout all schools and across the nation.  
Madison was gracious enough to give a summary of her presentation on 
the program, Spread the Word to End the Word, listed below. 

Character Building at EHS
-Tim McConnell, EHS Principal

I have always been passionate about helping the 
disabled, including my sister who has Cerebral Palsy. 
My whole life, when people would say “retard” or 
“retarded,” it stuck out to me. Finally, I decided I wanted 
to do something about it. During the presentation 
I stressed the idea that the disabled are people too 
and there were so many more adjectives to use rather 
than “retarded.” I asked students to take the pledge 
to End the Word, and sign the banner, which is now 
displayed in the EHS commons. I am honored to be 
able to speak about a topic that I am so passionate 
about, and I hope it will start to make a difference in 
the vocabulary of my peers.

-Madison Newton, EHS Student



HS Students Take on 5 Minutes of Fitness
-Ms. Lori Border and Mr. Colin Mix, HS PE Department
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Erie High School physical education classes are “Lit 
to Get Fit” this semester.  Always looking for ways to 
improve our classes, and with our implementation 

of the new FitnessGram assessments, the PE department 
recognized a need for more specialized activity. Led by Mr. 
Colin Mix, we are taking a more structured and targeted 
approach to helping the students achieve physical fitness.  

  Mr. Mix was inspired by his love of CrossFit and has been 
writing lessons that utilize this approach to fitness in our 
classes. He has entitled these new lessons “5 Minutes of 
Fitness” and affectionately names each one based on the 
type of workout it is. The students get a kick out of the 
names, such as Abra Cadabra (an ab workout), Drop it 
like a Squat (leg workout), and Mr. Mix will make you 
Jump, Jump (jump rope, jumping boxes, etc). Mr. Mix’s 
passion and enthusiasm are contagious, infecting the 
students with laughter and motivation to work out. 

  After reflecting on activity time, the PE department 
decided a simple change could make a major difference 
for our students. We set aside 5 minutes at the beginning 
of each class, just slightly shortening the unit lesson. 
The workouts are chosen with an emphasis on the upper 
body, lower body, or abdominals. Common exercises 
include push-ups, air squats, burpees, planks, sit-ups, and 
much more. Each workout combines muscular strength 
and cardiovascular components that students complete 
according to their individual abilities. 

  Despite some moaning and groaning, initial indications 
are that “5 Minutes of Fitness” has been generally well 
received by the PE students.  Several have complained 
about being sore (which is a good thing!) and some have 
mentioned they are glad we are doing this. Our ultimate 
objective is not only to help students get and stay fit, but 
also to understand that being physically fit doesn’t require 
much: your body, some space, and 5 minutes a day. 

5Minutes
 OF FITNESS
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1st Team All Conference: 
BB- Whitney Bramm
Wr- Garrett Passmore
Wr- Kerrick Cameron

2nd Team All Conference:
BB- Justice Cole
BB- Eric Miller

BB-Taylor Steimle
Honorable Mention: 
BB- Josh Hammer
Wr- Mat Garrison

Wr- Cameron Abell

 

ALL CONFERENCE SELECTIONS 
(Basketball + Wrestling) 

Visit getmeregistered.com 
and search event number 
126163 to register online



Dates to Remember...
 5/1   Kindergarten Round Up - 5:30 pm 
 5/3   Senior Awards Night - 6:30 pm 
 5/5   Parent’s Club Carnival  
 5/7   MS/HS Spring Concert - 2:00 pm  
 5/10   SIP Day - Early Dismissal - ES 1:50  MS 1:55  HS 2:00 
 5/13   EHS Class Dash 5K - 9:00 am 
 5/16   Last Day of  Attendance (Seniors) 
 5/20   Baccalaureate 
 5/21   High School Graduation Ceremony - 2:00 pm 
 5/22   Board of  Education Meeting - 6:30 pm 
 5/23   8th Grade Promotion - 7:00 pm 
 5/23   Last Day of  Student Attendance (Preschool) 
 5/25   Last Day of  Student Attendance (K-11) 
 5/25   Elementary Field Day 
 5/26   No School - Teacher Inservice 
 5/29   Memorial Day 
 6/5-6/11  8th Grade Washington D.C. Trip 
 6/26   Board of  Education Meeting - 6:30 pm 
 6/30-7/5  IHSA No Contact Week 
 7/1-8/4  Online Registration for 2017-18 
 8/9   New Student/In-person Registration
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